Abstract -Inrush currents generated by unloaded power characteristics of circuit breaker also have a strong influence transformer often reduce power quality on the system. To to determine the correct instant of mechanical closing time. produced by the power transformer. As a result, the inrush current is well suppressed with such a new control approach.
Meanwhile, various statistical deviations in the characteristics current compensator that is capable of reducing the inrush . ' current effectively during startup mode. The proposed of the circuit breaker may affect the success probablisty of this compensator is based on an inverter-based series compensator method. The authors have proposed a control strategy which which is comprised of a single-phase inverter and series the air gap thickness is controlled by an auxiliary winding transformer. Voltage sags are very frequent events with inside a magnetic core of power transformer so that the inrush energization of transformer or starting of large motors although current can thus be reduced to a predetermined level [5] . But their duration is very short. Hence, during voltage stabilizer such transformer complex design will increase the cost of mode, the existing series compensator is controlled by a voltage .
. .
stabilizer controller and superimposes a compensating voltage on m anturinpoweratrns an the aux wnigs the inverter output whenever the load voltage deviate from the redundant, when not operating in the startup mode. nominal value. This strategy is easier to implement because it In addition to the passive solutions mentioned above, this requires no information of the transformer parameters, powerpaper proposes an inverter-based series compensator using a on angle of circuit breaker and measurement of residual flux. From equation (4) and (5) 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
The series compensator is operated at 5KiHz switching
The proposed system has been simulated in order to frequency with Lf = 3mH , VD = 950 V ,and verify feasibility. Fig. 6 to Fig. 14 power-on angle of the voltage and magnitude and polarity of Inrush peak current (A) a +70% flux residual flux are also taken into consideration. Fig.6. to Fig. 8 . within a cycle. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 
